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WELCOME TO THE BARNET COLLECTION SPRING NEWS LETTER
________________________________________________________
THIS TERM –AGM- Ceramics workshop—Wabi-Sabi— glaze of the term...
______________________________________________________________________________

Ceramics workshop
“Hands on” Making a spring mould
2.00pm-5.00pm Saturday 17th of March 2018

Our Member Sandra Barnet will conduct a ceramics workshop on how to make a sprig mould. Sandra will take you to the basics of
making a plaster mould for sprigs to be applied on to pots, or for use as buttons, badges or even jewellery. Sprig moulds are a useful
ceramics decoration technique where low relief shapes are made in a small press mould an stuck onto the ceramics surface.
About the workshop
The workshop will take place on Saturday the 17th of March from 2.00 pm to 5.00 pm at St Marks Church Hall, Corner of Potters Road
and Woodville Road , Barnet EN5 5HY.
Cost £15 including materials . Tea and cakes will be provided.
For more information please email us at thebarnetcollection@gmail.com
About Sandra
Founder and President of the Barnet Collection, she taught recreational classes at Barnet College from 1978—1987 and created the
group in order to motivate potters and other artists to visit exhibitions and pottery studios, participate in raku days, exhibit their work
and also organised demonstration where new skills can be learned and shared.
Sandra teaches at her studio in Barnet and it is always looking for ways to keep members active and motivated

The Barnet Collection executive committee comprises of Chairperson: Annie Arnold, (annie.whetstone@googlemail.com), Treasurer: Janet Tranter,
(tranterj@talktalk.net), Secretaries: Roxanne Glick (Roxanne.glick@btopenworld.com), Linda Hails (linda@bentleyheathfarm.co.uk).
Items for the newsletter should be sent to Claudia Luque, (barnetc.newsletter@gmail.com) before the 25th of each month.

Deliberate Imperfection-Wabi-Sabi Ceramics
In traditional Japanese aesthetics, Wabi-sabi is a world view centred on the acceptance of transience and imperfection, The
aesthetic is sometimes described as one of the beauty that is imperfect, impermanent and incomplete.
Wabi can be translated as “tranquil simplicity” and sabi as “patina or rust” referring to the beauty that comes with age on the
wear of daily use.
Flawed beauty is fully embraced in the wabi-sabi philosophy, as ancient Japanese royalty saw embracing imperfection as one
of the key steps to enlightenment. The lifestyle calls for living modestly, accepting our own imperfection, and learning to be
satisfied with what we have. It's the polar opposite of our typically stressful, busy lives wherein we often focus on achieving
perfection in all areas.
Bringing some wabi-sabi into our life can be as simple as being humble, warm, and welcoming. You may start to see the
beauty in items you'd typically cast aside or begin using something you'd "saved for best." . The wabi-sabi way would be to
enjoy the pleasure of using something you enjoy, whether it looks asymmetrical or not.
WABI-SABI AND THE ART OF KINTSUGI
Talking interiors trends, lately we've been seeing beautiful cracked bowls filled with shimmering gold on our Instagram feeds
and Pinterest boards. This practice also derives from Japanese culture and is a perfect example of wabi-sabi. Kintsugi, or
"golden joinery," is an art form where breaks and repairs are treated as part of an object's history. While we may be tempted
to throw away a broken plate or bowl, ceramics in Japan are mended using resin mixed with powdered gold, silver, or
platinum. You can see the visible cracks, but the repaired pieces' quirky beauty somehow makes them even more covetable.
And it's not just used with things that are broken. Artists in Japan often leave subtle fractures in the glaze when making a vase
or bowl as a reminder of the wabi-sabi nature of life. So the next time you drop a plate, know that it doesn't have to be
doomed for the bin.
Leading lifestyle stores Oliver Bonas, Anthropologie, and the Conrad shop sell perfectly imperfect homewares and dining
ware—have you noticed the trend of irregularly shaped vases, handmade clay mugs, and slightly asymmetrical plates? You
have wabi-sabi to thank for that!

Glaze of the term -Blue Stiff Transparent_
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If you have a glaze that you would like featured next term,
then please send it to barnetc.newsletter@gmail.com

